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1 Wife: Did you make the airline reservation for our trip yet?

Husband:

 Sure, anytime.  Great, I’m looking forward to it.

 Yes, I did that online.  Sure, it is my pleasure.

2 To protect the houses from air pollution, a special coating was applied on the surface of the

walls for all the houses in the town.

 exterior  revision  insanity  diarrhea

3 During the tea-picking and making season, the of tea permeates tea factories in the

mountain.

 freshness  flimsiness  fragrance  feature

4 Waitress: How would you like your steak? , medium or well done?

Guest: Medium, please.

 Rough  Softened  Rare  Smoked

5 Caller: How much are your single rooms?

Front Desk Clerk: The vary depending upon the season and type of single rooms.

 specials  rates  services  ranges

6 Driver: We’re all set to go, sir. It’ll be about a 20-minute to the hotel. Have you visited

Taipei before?

Guest: No, this is my first visit.

 ride  race  passage  process

7 Airports with international flights have customs and facilities, which allow right of entry

into a country.

 authoritarian  immigration  segregation  sanitation

8 The spiritual center of Japan’s culture and , Kyoto is renowned for its abundance of green tea.

 heritage  vintage  courage  pilgrimage

9 The park’s landscape unique coastal rock formations shaped by natural forces over several

million years.

 features  indulges  bargains  entreats

10 The city was by an exceptional high tide, which caused severe flood damage to bridges and

roadways.

 struck  sponged  elicited  objected

11 The city of Kaohsiung in Taiwan has been performing a job in enhancing its network of

off-road bicycle trails, providing ample chances for leisure activities, family outings, and daily

commutes.

 terrible  mediocre  horrific  fantastic
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12 When you are faced with a , raising your voice is never a successful way to settle the

disagreement.

 conflict  duration  lavatory  pamphlet

13 When traveling to popular tourist destinations during peak season, encountering crowds is a

part of the experience.

 rarely  inevitably  surprisingly  randomly

14 When driving on curvy or roads, do not fidget with phones and radios. It only takes a

moment of inattention before we are out of the lane.

 crooked  haughty  bullish  roasted

15 The of jungles and rainforests is critical to the survival of many species.

 conservation  cancellation  consultation  condensation

16 Due to increased demand, the national park started more permits for overnight camping to

accommodate more hikers.

 collecting  issuing  engaging  decreasing

17 Tourism is one of the city’s economic and an important driver of economic growth that

provides more employment opportunities to people.

 mainstays  downturns  barbarians  reproaches

18 Customs and Border Protection officers three shipments containing various luxury items,

which were deemed to be counterfeits.

 seized  averted  groaned  eroded

19 The view from the mountain peak was absolutely , offering a panorama that took my breath

away.

 rotary  lame  sublime  prompt

20 Travelers who bring food and other organic material back to their countries can often carry

pests and other risks.

 unintentionally  disrespectfully  institutionally  sympathetically

21 Dear guests, you are leaving Taiwan tomorrow morning. As your tour guide, I would like to inform

you a few things concerning your . First, your baggage pick-up time is 9:00 a.m. tomorrow

morning, and please have all your baggage ready and put them outside your room by 9:00 a.m.

 departure  department  compartment  apartment

22 Those items in this show room are in price and quality, so it’s really a matter of what your

own preference is in weight and color.

 comparable  compare  comparing  comparison

23 Guest: Where is the fitness center?

Front Desk Clerk: Go pass the sauna and turn right. The signs will you there. You can’t miss

it.

 direct  detect  deduct  induct

24 It is a good habit for students to keep a diary every day. However, it will be a task for their

teachers to review the diary and make some comments on it every week.

 timekeeping  time-consuming  timesaving  time-releasing
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25 Tourist: Do you have any information on city tours?

Front Desk Clerk: Certainly. Here is a guidebook and some providing detailed information

about the city and the city tours.

 prescriptions  preferences  belongings  brochures

26 Ladies and Gentlemen, as we are encountering some , the cruising is not stable. Please return

to your seat and fasten your seatbelt.

 turbulence  vacancy  congestion  attention

27 The new luxury hotel boasts a of 500 guests, offering them unparalleled comfort and

amenities.

 capacity  bargain  structure  design

28 Aaron is a gourmet. He likes to try food whenever he travels in foreign countries.

 critic  extrovert  negative  exotic

29 If you’re traveling to the airport, the shuttle bus will only stop up to two more times after your

pickup. By reducing the number of stops, we to provide a safer, more efficient, and more

pleasant transportation experience.

 suggest  strive  support  saunter

30 The controversial art exhibit was designed to thought and discussion among its viewers.

 provoke  rotate  quench  numb

31 In the unfortunate event of a group member's accidental demise during a foreign trip, it is necessary

to obtain an official from local authorities. This document is crucial for legal and

administrative purposes and is often required by the deceased person's home country.

 quitting report  discovery statement  death certificate  morality declaration

32 Taiwan is listed as one of the top 15 hot spring sites, possessing an impressive of springs

such as warm, cool, mud, and even underwater hot springs.

 variety  scarcity  monotony  uniformity

33 Experienced wine tasters can subtle flavors and aromas that a casual drinker might miss.

 ignore  forget  confuse  detect

34 Airport security rules state that passengers can only bring items no larger than 100ml in their

hand luggage.

 liquid  lengthy  explosive  loose

35 When you come to Penghu, you may sign up for an island-hopping tour with everything from half-day

to multi-day available.

 initiatives  itineraries  intuitions  insurances

36 Taiwan is totally open for travel. All COVID-related travel restrictions are finished. You just need

to find out if your country is for visa-free entry.

 changeable  eligible  capable  valuable

37 Riding a scooter is one of the best ways to explore Taiwan. the offshore islands, going

around scooter is practically essential.

 In… on  At … with  For … on  On…by
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38 Seniors can get a card which gives them some small discounts when transferring trains rides.

 credit  business  concessionaire  debit

39 The documents required for applications of working holidays in Taiwan are based on the

respective agreements between countries.

 unrelated  bilateral  independent  autonomous

40 In Taiwan, Youbike is virtually with public bike sharing.

 similar  same  documentary  synonymous

41 Don’t forget to fill the before returning the car. This will save you extra fuel and service

fees.

 gas tank  credit card  water bottle  application form

42 The politician proposed the loosening of restrictions foreigners serving in the

hospitality and logistics sectors.

 at  with  on  to

43 We decided to escape the city’s hustle and bustle by booking a luxurious beachfront .

 luggage  resort  seaside  tourism

44 The restaurant’s , including crispy calamari, stuffed mushrooms, and savory sliders, left us

eagerly anticipating the main course.

 appetizers  experiences  illusions  desserts

45 With boarding, my parents were among the first to step onto the plane, ensuring a stress-free

start on their journey.

 denied  hindered  priority  regular

46 More and more governments are making commitments to tourism by providing eco-friendly

accommodations, conservation efforts, and community engagement initiatives.

 fallacious  intuitive  sustainable  territorial

47 A: Is there a meal on the flight?

B: No, but there’s a selection of refreshments available for a small fee.

 supportive  complimentary  domestic  laboratory

48 English became the dominant language in international business, communication among

people from diverse linguistic backgrounds in the global market.

 affiliating  circulating  eliminating  facilitating

49 Parks and recreation staff received numerous calls over the weekend regarding and damage

at The Central Park.

 feminism  imperialism  skepticism  vandalism

50 In the travel industry, smart investors might more budget to those months with holidays and

summer vacation.

 allocate  conceal  obscure  suppress

51 The manager tried very hard to squeeze us in for a delightful dinner the restaurant was fully

booked, showing exceptional customer service.

 as such  but  even if  unless
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52 A: I heard the natural beauty of Hawaii is under threat due to its booming travel industry. How is

this issue addressed?

B:

 It may be useful if the authorities set laws to reduce the permanent residents.

 I think it’s high time that the government lure more tourists to visit the islands.

One approach is to balance economic benefits with protecting the unique environment and culture.

 Perhaps they suffer from the rapidly changing climate along with homelessness in the near future.

53 Passenger: Hi, I’d like to check in for my flight to New York, please.

Check-in Agent: Of course, may I have your , please?

 hotel reservation  driver’s license

 passport and e-ticket  shopping receipts

54 Tour Leader: One of our guests absolutely loved the steak tonight. Is it possible to order an

extra for him?

Waiter: Of course! I’d be happy to assist. How would he like it cooked?

 offering  serving  dish  ratio

55 Airline regulations insist on passengers using plastic bags for carrying personal belongings

through security checkpoints, ensuring swift inspection and compliance with safety measures.

 transparent  biodegradable  resealable  composed

56 Captain: We’re thrilled to have you with us today and hope you’re as excited as we are for this

journey ahead. Our flight time today is to be approximately five hours.

 estimated  prepared  previewed  enabled

57 The is where you can fill your prescriptions and purchase over-the-counter medications and

health-related products.

 supermarket  gymnasium  emergency  pharmacy

58 Understanding social is crucial when attending formal events to ensure one behaves

appropriately.

 wellness  description  merits  etiquette

59 During the tour, the guide highlighted the in case the group got separated in the crowded

area.

 assembly point  resemblance place  junction area  unity zone

60 Many people are to pollen, and they experience symptoms like sneezing and itchy eyes

during spring.

 immune  committed  subject  allergic

61 In Taiwan, you don’t need to worry about traveling far to find eateries that inexpensive food.

 offer  offers  offering  are offered

62 Hotels operated by chains normally provide ranging from budget to luxurious ones.

However, there are still many privately owned inns and hotels that provide much less expensive

rooms and meals than chain hotels.

 arrangements  adaptations  affiliations  accommodations
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63 Taiwanese night markets have evolved over the years from small, local gatherings to noisy streets

lined with who must adhere to regulations placed on their goods and activities.

 buyers  salespersons  monitors  vendors

64 Customer: Hello, can you send someone to look at the air conditioning in my room. It’s too noisy

and it doesn’t seem to be working properly.

Receptionist: I’m sorry, sir. I’ll speak to the department.

 compliance  indulgence  maintenance  negligence

65 Clerk: Please mind the between the train and the platform when leaving the train.

 bag  exit  curb  gap

66 Guests must not interfere with the electrical network in the hotel rooms without the consent

of the management department.

 principal  princely  prior  prospect

67 What time do people usually have to out of the hotel if they don’t want to pay for another

day?

 take  check  pay  run

68 Women are more by spa holidays than men. While spa usage among men is increasing, it

was estimated that over 65% of spa customers are female.

 attracted  attiring  advised  attempted

69 Many cities in Japan are quite popular vacation destinations because of their to Taiwan.

 extremity  proximity  facility  ambiguity

70 Passenger: Excuse me, sir. Are there two empty seats next to each other? My husband and I want to

sit together.

Flight Attendant: Hold on a moment, please. Let me check the seating chart.

Passenger: That’s fine. Please take your time.

Flight Attendant: I am sorry, Madame, but all the seats are in this flight.

 enjoyed  detected  emptied  occupied

Longshan Temple, built in 1738, is located in Wanhua, Taipei. It is one of Taipei’s most famous and

busiest temples and finest examples of Taiwan’s historical, architectural, and artistic heritage. Due to

natural disaster and damages caused by humans, the temple has been restored several times. Its trove

includes priceless paintings, carvings, and other skilled work of great artistic value. It is regarded as one

of the oldest and resplendent Buddhist temples in Taiwan.

In Longshan Temple, there are three halls lined up back to back with the main hall in the middle of

the temple complex, and two covered galleries running down either side. In total, the modular space is

composed of 11 units. The complex sports a classical hipped roof with double-eave style. The restored

façade wall is constructed of stones hauled all the way from Mt. Guanyin on the north coast along the

Tamsui River. As with many East Asian temples, it has three decorated gates, one inside the next. In the

first courtyard is a waterfall stand, a point of ablution. Carved, richly painted dragons guard the entrances.

The main hall was built with bronze dragons on right and left pillars symbolizing protections to the hall,

and decorations of delicate sculptures, detailed wood carvings and gorgeous buddha statues settle in the

main chamber with an explosion of brilliant color.

The temple is settled north facing south, worshipping the Guanshiyin Buddha and other divine spirits.

Religious devotees, local believers, and general tourists come in great numbers, especially during the

Lunar New Year period. It is an important place of worship and historical value.
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71 Which of the following is closest in meaning to the word restored in the first paragraph?

 Rebuilt  Destroyed  Deserted  Rejected

72 According to the passage, which of the following statements best explains “The complex sports a

classical hipped roof with double-eave style” in the second paragraph?

 The hipped roof with double-eave style of the complex is used for sports.

 The complex boasts of its classical hipped roof with double-eave style.

 The complex hides its classical hipped roof with double-eave style.

 The complex exercises its classical hipped roof with two eaves.

73 According to the passage, which of the following statements is NOT true about Longshan Temple?

 It is located in Wanhua, Taipei.

 It has three decorated gates.

 Its façade wall is made of stones.

 It has been preserved intact since it was first built in 1738.

74 According to the passage, which of the following statements is true?

 The temple is among the richest due to inexhaustible donations by devotees.

 There are richly painted gorgons that guard the entrance of each of the temple gates.

 The temple’s carvings can be characterized as slipshod and amateurish.

 Delicate sculptures, wood carvings and vivid-colored buddha statues sit in the central chamber.

75 Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the passage?

 Paintings and carvings of Longshan Temple

 The structure of the Longshan Temple complex

 The historical value of Longshan Temple

 The cost of building the temple

Culinary tourism is one of the hottest trends in travel. Simply put, culinary tourism is the act of

traveling to find great food, which includes any experience where tourists learn about, appreciate, consume,

or indulge in food or drinks that reflect the local culture. While some people travel to see historic sights

or hit the road in search of boutiques and souvenirs, more and more people are getting bit by the culinary

travel bug. It is not hard to see why; culinary tourism allows visitors to engage in a sensory, artistic

expression of a destination’s culture. Experts estimate interest in gastronomic tours will increase more

than 16 percent a year for the next ten years.

Whether people plan to travel solely for delicious eats or just hope to pepper some delectable

restaurants into their itinerary, culinary tourism is essential to modern travel. Culinary tourism isn’t solely

about tourists’ food or the luxurious restaurants they splurge on. Instead, it’s about eating adventurously

and seeking out novel culinary experiences. The further the distance traveled, the more comprehensive the

range of culinary opportunities.
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Culinary tourism is a cornerstone of the modern travel industry. It directly contributes to both the

hospitality industry and the overall economy. The development of food culture can help a tourist

destination draw new visitors. Since food often reflects an entire nation’s eating habits, culinary tourism

can teach visitors valuable cultural lessons. Countries are often associated with particular foods—people

will travel across the world to eat the best pizza in Italy or the best ramen in Japan. Every country and

culture is an opportunity to try new and different foods. Culinary tourists are eager to learn more about

different cultures through their foods.

Travel has been trending increasingly towards authentic experiences. A recent report from World

Food Travel found that 81 percent of surveyed tourists believe that local food helps them understand the

culture of their travel destination. Eighty-two percent admit to spending more on food while on vacation

than at home. Eighty-three percent say food helps create a lasting impression of a country. People are more

eager than ever to connect with the real roots of their visiting places. Food is always a significant aspect

of any trip—no matter how tired tourists might be, they’re going to sit down and have something to eat.

And if they dine at a restaurant and enjoy local street food, they’re likely to take photos and capture the

experience to share with friends. Looking back on their trip, they’ll never forget the food they tasted and

the adventure surrounding it.

76 Which of the following best describes the purpose of this passage?

 To provide evidence showing how food is more important than the economy.

 To demonstrate the significance of the travelers’ culinary skills in cooking.

 To interpret how authentic and well-cooked local foods may win tourists’ hearts.

 To compromise the value of domestic food in popular travel destinations.

77 According to the passage, which of the following is true?

More and more people travel to see historic sights or to search souvenirs.

More than eighty percent of the surveyed tourists connect local food to culture.

Most tourists still believe that touring to new and well-known places is nonnegotiable.

 Culinary tourism contributes much to the hospitality industry, but not to the overall economy.

78 In the sentence “People are more eager than ever to connect with the real roots of their visiting

places,” what does “the real root” refer to?

 Local food  Imported food  Historical sites  Recreational centers

79 Which of the following has the closest meaning to the word gastronomic in the first paragraph?

 Anorexia  Carnivorous  Fruitarian  Gourmet

80 According to the passage, which of the following explains why the local food has been intoxicating?

 The tourists, tired as they are, are going to sit down and have something to stop hunger.

 Tourists have chances to travel adventurously and seek out novel cultural experiences.

 Culinary tourists are eager to learn more about different cultures through their foods.

 Culinary tourism is solely spending lavishly on the food or the luxurious restaurants.


